As the demand for web applications grows, so does the demand for tools that support them. As a general rule, such tools extend general purpose programming languages, like Servlets/JSP [2] does for Java [4], or define their own programming language, like PHP [3]. But there is no established engine for web applications written with C++. This work presents technical challenges that were faced when developing T++, an engine that supports web application development with C++.
intermediate code).

Restrictions related to working with native code, and the absence of a virtual machine to support portability raise several issues that must be handled when developing a tool like T++. In the next subsections, we discuss some important issues and describe the proposed solutions to deal with them.

3.1 Automatic C++ source code generation and compilation

The objects shown in figure 1 are dynamically created, based on T++ documents that contain static content (usually HTML code), C++ statements, and other types of C++ code (classes, methods, and preprocessor directive declarations, for example). Their translation mixes both a template skeleton and the content read from the source document, creating a class that represents the T++ document.

The generated class extends an abstract Page class, which provides the standard interface for T++ documents. The translated content generates the body of a method called service() in the target class, for answering users’ requests.

After the class is generated, it is compiled into a shared library (.so in UNIX systems), which will contain the class definition and other resources required for dynamic loading.

3.2 Dynamic class loading

T++ needs a dynamic loading mechanism, because users can change document source code after T++ and web server are already running, and restarting web server at each document update is a very bad idea. In this case, the class has to be generated once again, recompiled, and reloaded in order to make the objects in memory correspond to the code in source documents. Since C++ is compiled, dynamic loading of classes is not as easy to implement as it could be in interpreted or even semi-interpreted programming languages.

T++ dynamic loading mechanism is based on a technique for dynamic class loading in C++ proposed by Norton [8]. This technique is presented below.

Each class is compiled into its own shared library. Native library calls are used to load object code from the shared library file and to get pointers to named symbols inside the module loaded.

In order to process the request for a document, T++ needs to get an instance of the corresponding class, defined in the shared library. However, the only available information is that such class is a subclass of the Page class. Furthermore, it is not possible to refer to types at runtime in C++. These restrictions lead to the following implementation:

- The generated class extends the Page class, that defines the standard interface that all document classes must conform to.
- The generated source file has a public function, with a predefined name, let us say, getInstance(), that returns a pointer to an instance of the class, implementing the Singleton design pattern.
- After loading the library, the dynamic loading mechanism gets a pointer to getInstance(), and calls the function. The returned pointer is then used to forward the request to the object it points to.

3.3 Shared memory allocation

Web servers are designed to be robust and scalable, since they can host applications used by hundred, or even thousands of users. To achieve these requirements, web servers are by nature multiprogrammed: the main web server has several child processes that deal with users requests.

Document instances must be shared between all server’s subprocesses, so that all users will be served by the same instance of the class corresponding to the requested document. Another reason for sharing unique instances between subprocesses, is that application programmers may wish to keep information between successive requests for some document in the document’s object internal state. These requirements would pose unnecessary additional complexity if there were several instances of each document in memory.

To implement such functionality, we must:

- Provide a shared memory allocation mechanism, and some means to instantiate objects in shared memory.
- Provide a synchronization mechanism, since there will be a lot of race conditions using unique instances, specially if they keep internal state between requests.
- Provide a programming library for using shared memory, like shared memory versions of C++ containers and shared memory allocation operations.

An interesting approach for memory management was proposed by Meyers [7], using memory heaps and overloading C++’s new and delete operators. A technique that can be used for attaching this approach to C++ standard template library containers, redefining their memory allocation strategy, was described by Austern [6]. In T++, the shared memory allocation problem is solved by combining these two techniques, wrapping shared memory allocation with memory heaps and defining C++ allocators that are used when collections of objects are needed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

T++ is a tool that helps web application development, either for creating new applications from scratch, or for reusing existing C++ source code for providing a web interface for existing, conventional, applications. T++ represents an important contribution, since, as far as we know, there is no established engine for web application development in C++.

The reported design and implementation issues are interesting by themselves, and putting them to work together has been really challenging. The resulting knowledge will certainly benefit the design of other types of applications that have some requirements in common with a web application server mechanism, like on demand plugin loading mechanisms, component architectures with dynamic component loading, memory sharing components, among others.

Further information about T++ can be found at [5].
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